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STRONGLY EXTRARESOLVABLE GROUPS AND
SPACES

W. W. Comfort ∗ and Salvador Garćıa-Ferreira †

Abstract

Throughout this Abstract, X = 〈X,T 〉 [resp., G =
〈G,T 〉] denotes a Tychonoff space [resp., a Ty-
chonoff topological group].

Notation. (a) ∆(X) = min{|U | : ∅ 6= U ∈ T };
(b) nwd(X) = min{|A| : A ⊆ X, intX clXA 6= ∅};
(c) iw(X) = min{w(Y ) : there is a continuous
bijection f : X → Y };
(d) tb(G) =min{κ : ∅ 6= U ∈ T ⇒ there is F ∈
[G]<κ such that G = FU};
(e) X is strongly extraresolvable if there is a family
D of dense subsets of X such that |D| > ∆(X) and
|D∩E| < nwd(X) whenever D and E are distinct
elements of D.

Theorems. (A) Every product of infinitely many
nontrivial separable metric spaces admits a dense
strongly extraresolvable subspace.
(B) If |G|<tb(G) = nwd(G) ≥ ω, then G is strongly
extraresolvable. Hence every totally bounded topo-
logical group such that |G| = d(G) ≥ ω is strongly
extraresolvable, every infinite totally bounded topo-
logical group admits a dense strongly extraresolv-
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able subgroup, and every totally bounded topo-
logical group with no proper dense subgroup is
strongly extraresolvable.
(C) If iw(X) = (iw(X))ω, then Cp(X) has a dense,
strongly extraresolvable subgroup.
(D) Every nondiscrete locally compact group has
a dense extraresolvable subset.

0. The Historical Context

It was Hewitt [26] who defined and initiated the study of what
he called resolvable spaces, that is, spaces which admit two dis-
joint dense subsets. He showed [26] that every locally compact
Hausdorff space without isolated points, and every metric space
without isolated points, is resolvable; and every Tychonoff topol-
ogy without isolated points on a set X expands to an irresolvable
Tychonoff topology without isolated points on X. After Hewitt,
Ceder [4] proposed the following definitions and initiated the
study of their implications: For a (possibly infinite) cardinal
number κ, a space is κ-resolvable if it admits κ-many pairwise
disjoint dense subsets; and a space X is maximally resolvable
if X is κ-resolvable with κ = ∆(X); here as usual ∆(X), the
so-called dispersion character of X, is the cardinal number

∆(X) = min{|U | : U is open in X, U 6= ∅}.

In this notation and terminology, the following results are known:
(1) for n < ω there are Tychonoff spaces X(n) which are n-
resolvable but not (n+1)-resolvable [18], [15], [22], [16]; (2) if X
is n-resolvable for each n < ω then X is ω-resolvable [27]; (c) if
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a group G admits a Hausdorff totally bounded group topology,
then G is maximally resolvable in each such topology.

For further remarks on the historical development of the sub-
ject prior to 1996, the reader may consult our earlier work [8].

Malykhin [31] proposed the next substantial generalization
of Hewitt’s concept; he used the term extraresolvable to refer to
spaces X with a family D of dense subsets such that |D| > ∆(X)
and every two members of D have nowhere dense intersection.
Malykhin [31] showed that for Y analytic in a compact Haus-
dorff space, every countable subspace of Cp(Y ), the set of con-
tinuous real-valued functions on Y with the topology inherited
from RY , is extraresolvable; and together with co-authors [23]
he observed that compact metric spaces, and compact groups,
are not extraresolvable (although such spaces are maximally re-
solvable [17]).

Many of the spaces cited in our List of References, and the pa-
pers which they themselves cite, are devoted in part to the study
of maximally resolvable and extraresolvable spaces. The follow-
ing definition, clearly closely related to that of Malykhin [31],
suggests a partition of these classes (into the classes of spaces
which are, and those which are not, strongly extraresolvable).
This concept enables us to see why it is that certain extraresolv-
able spaces are indeed extraresolvable.

Definition 0.1. A space X is strongly extraresolvable if there
is a family D of dense subsets of X with |D| > ∆(X) such that
distinct members E and F of D satisfy |E ∩F | < nwd(X), with
nwd(X) the cardinal number given by

nwd(X) = min{|A| : A ⊆ X, intX clX A 6= ∅}.
(We call such a family D a strongly extraresolvable family of
subsets of X. Similarly a family of dense sets witnessing the
extraresolvability of a space X is called an extraresolvable family
on X.)

In the present paper we strengthen and extend certain results
from the literature. For example, it was shown in [9] that every
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infinite totally bounded topological group G contains a dense
strongly extraresolvable subgroup (in particular, every infinite
compact Hausdorff group admits a dense strongly extraresolv-
able subgroup); here we achieve the same conclusion for every
group G such that tb(G) ≤ (nwd(G))+ and d(G) = (d(G))<tb(G).
Another example: That every space of the form Cp(β(α)) is ex-
traresolvable (with α discrete, α ≥ ω) is known [1]; here we show
that Cp(X) is even strongly extraresolvable, not only for X of
the form X = β(α) but for every (Tychonoff) space X satisfy-
ing iw(X) = (w(β(X)))ω. In Section 4 we analyze the effect on
strong extraresolvability of passage from a space X to a space
of the form X × A, and conversely, when A is discrete. And in
Section 5 we show that every nondiscrete locally compact group
contains a dense extraresolvable subset, but not necessarily a
dense extraresolvable subgroup.

Remark 0.2. Some of the results of this and of our related
manuscript [9] were announced at the URLs www.unipissing.ca
/topology/i/a/a/c/53.htm and www.unipissing.ca/topology
/i/a/a/c/55.htm of the Topology Atlas website.

Acknowledgement 0.3. We acknowledge with thanks several
helpful comments and suggestions received from Li Feng and
Oscar Masaveu.

1. Notation, Terminology, Preliminaries

In this section we define notation and certain terms, and we
record some preliminary results.

For X a set and κ a cardinal, we write as usual [X]κ = {A ⊆
X : |A| = κ}; the notations [X]<κ and [X]≤κ are defined simi-
larly.

For a space X, the cardinal numbers ∆(X) and nwd(X) were
defined in section 0. (We note that every set A ∈ [X]<nwd(X)

is nowhere dense in X.) We denote by d(X), πw(X), and by
w(X) the density character, the π-weight, and the weight of X,
respectively.
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For a space X and A ⊆ X we often write A
X

in place of
clX A.

Lemma 1.1. Let X be a space. Then nwd(X) ≤ d(X) and
nwd(X) ≤ ∆(X). 2

We note that the inequalities in Lemma 1.1 can be strict.
For example, the real line R satisfies nwd(R) = ω < ∆(R) = c,
and if Y is a separable space and Z is not separable, then the
topological sum X = Y ⊕ Z satisfies nwd(X) = ω < d(X).

Discussion 1.2. We say as in [10] that a topological group G
is totally α-bounded if for every nonempty open subset U of G
there is F ∈ [G]<α such that G = UF . (In this terminology the
closely related concept introduced independently by Guran [25]
becomes total α+-boundedness.) A totally ω-bounded group is
said simply to be totally bounded. It is not difficult to prove that
every subgroup G of a compact group is totally bounded. Less
obvious is the converse statement, a theorem of Weil [35] not
needed in this paper: Every totally bounded group G is dense
in a compact group K, this latter being unique in an obvious
sense if first G and then K are taken Hausdorff.

We define the total boundedness number of a topological group
G as follows:

tb(G) = min{α : G is totally α-bounded}.

It is not difficult to see that

tb(G) ≤ (d(G))+ ≤ min{|G|+, w(G)+}

for every topological group G. Here are some elementary but
useful facts about the total boundedness number. The first three
of these are recorded in [34]. For (d), note that since Cp(X) is
dense in the c.c.c. space RX it is itself a c.c.c. space, so that
tb(Cp(X)) ≤ ω1; then since Cp(X) contains R as a topological
subgroup and tb(R) = ω1 one has tb(Cp(X)) = ω1.

(a) If H is a subgroup of G, then tb(H) ≤ tb(G).
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(b) If H is a dense subgroup of G, then tb(H) = tb(G).

(c) If h : G → H is a continuous homomorphism from G onto
H, then tb(H) ≤ tb(G).

(d) (cf. [2], [29]) tb(Cp(X)) = ω1 for every Tychonoff space X.

The following simple statements are basic to our investiga-
tion.

Lemma 1.3. Let X be a space.

(a) If U is a nonempty open subset of X, then nwd(X) ≤
nwd(U); and

(b) If Y is a dense subset of X, then nwd(X) ≤ nwd(Y ).

Lemma 1.4. Every space X has a nonempty open subset U
such that d(V ) = nwd(V ) for every nonempty open subset V of
X contained in U . If X is a topological group, then U may be
chosen to be a subgroup of X.

Proof. Let U be an open subset of X such that
d(U) = min{d(W ) : W is a nonempty open subset ofX}.

Clearly d(V ) = d(U) for every nonempty V ⊆ U . If for some
such V there is A ⊆ V such that |A| < d(V ) and W :=
intVclVA 6= ∅, then W is open in X and

d(W ) ≤ |A ∩ W | ≤ |A| < d(V ) = d(U),

a contradiction. Hence nwd(V ) = d(V ), as required.
To prove the second statement choose U as above and set

H = 〈U〉. Every dense subset of U generates a dense subgroup
of H, so since U is open in H we have d(H) ≤ d(U) ≤ d(H) and
hence

d(H) = d(U) = min{d(W ) : W is a nonempty open subset of X}.
If some A ⊆ H with |A| < d(H) satisfies W := intHclHA 6= ∅
then since H is open in X we have W open in X and

d(W ) ≤ |W ∩ A| < d(H) = d(U),

a contradiction. 2
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Theorem 1.5. Let G be a topological group and let X be a
space.

(a) ([32]) If tb(G) ≤ (∆(G))+, then ∆(G) = |G|;

(b) if tb(G) ≤ (nwd(G))+, then d(G) = nwd(G) and ∆(G) =
|G|; and

(c) ([1]) d(Cp(X)) = nwd(Cp(X)).

Proof. (a) There is a nonempty open subset U of G such that
|U | = ∆(G), and there is F ∈ [G]∆(G) such that G = UF .

(b) Let A ⊆ G satisfy |A| = nwd(G) and A
G ⊇ U with U

nonempty and open. If F ∈ [G]≤nwd(G) is chosen so that G =
UF , then FA is dense in G, and from Lemma 1.1 follows

nwd(G) ≤ d(G) ≤ |FA| ≤ nwd(G) · nwd(G) = nwd(G).

(c) We give a proof different from the one in [1]. It is known that
every nonempty open subset of Cp(X) contains a open (basic)
subset homeomorphic to the entire space Cp(X) (see [29] and
[2]). Now use Lemma 1.4 to find an open subset U of Cp(X)
such that d(V ) = nwd(V ) for every nonempty open V ⊆ U ,
choose such V homeomorphic to Cp(X) itself, and note that

d(Cp(X)) = d(V ) = nwd(V ) = nwd(Cp(X)). 2

We note in particular that the relations ∆(G) = |G| and
d(G) = nwd(G) hold for every totally bounded group G.

Except as noted, the remarks and definitions given so far are
meaningful and valid for groups and spaces even when these are
not subjected to any separation axioms. The interested reader
will have no difficulty determining which of the theorems below
apply in a similarly unrestricted setting (see Theorem 2.3 for
an example). In the interest of simplicity, however, we assume
henceforth that our hypothesized spaces are regular T1-spaces.
As is well known, in the context of topological groups the T1

separation axiom ensures in addition the Tychonoff property.
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The following familiar results are basic in the theory of com-
pact groups; see for example [7] for appropriate references to the
literature.

Theorem 1.6. Let K be an infinite compact Hausdorff group
with w(K) = α. Then

(a) |K| = 2α and d(K) = log(α); and

(b) every dense subgroup G of K satisfies w(G) = w(K). 2

Frequently for convenience, and without explicit mention, we
assume in what follows that a hypothesized extraresolvable fam-
ily D on a space X satisfies |D| = (∆(X))+. In connection with
this convention we note the following simple result, which plays
no formal role in our work.

Theorem 1.7. Let X be a space and let D be an extraresolvable
family on X. Then |D| ≤ 2∆(X).

Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let U be an open subset of X such
that |U | = ∆(X). The map D → P(U) given by D → D ∩ U
cannot be one-to-one, so there are distinct D,E ∈ D such that
D ∩ U = E ∩ U . This yields

∅ 6= U ⊆ U = D ∩ E ∩ U ⊆ D ∩ E,

contrary to the fact that D ∩ E is nowhere dense in X. 2

2. Some Extraresolvable Spaces

The following lemma is taken from [9].

Lemma 2.1. Let α ≥ ω and let {Aξ : ξ < α} be a (faithfully
indexed) family of pairwise disjoint sets with each |Aξ| = α and
let X =

⋃
ξ<α Aξ. Then there is a family E ⊆ P(X) such that

(i) |E| = α+;

(ii) |E| = α for each E ∈ E;
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(iii) |E ∩ Aξ| = 1 whenever E ∈ E, ξ < α;

and

(iv) |D ∩ E| < α whenever D ∈ E, E ∈ E, and D 6= E.

The following special case of Theorem 2.1, needed in §3, is fa-
miliar (see for example [20](4.1) or [24](12.8 and Exercise 12.B)).

Corollary 2.2. Let X be a set with |X| = α ≥ ω. Then there is
E ⊆ [X]α such that |E| = α+ and |D ∩E| < α whenever D ∈ E,
E ∈ E, and D 6= E.

Proof. It is enough to choose a pairwise disjoint subfamily
{Aξ : ξ < α} of [X]α, and to apply Lemma 2.1. 2

That every X satisfying πw(X) ≤ ∆(X) is maximally re-
solvable is (a special case of) the fundamental observation of
El′kin [17]; we prove (a) here as an aid to (b) and (c).

Theorem 2.3.Let X be a space such that ω ≤ πw(X) ≤ ∆(X).
Then

(a) X is maximally resolvable;

(b) there is a family E of dense subsets of X such that |E| =
(∆(X))+ and such that |D ∩ E| < ∆(X) whenever D ∈ E,
E ∈ E, and D 6= E; and

(c) if in addition nwd(X) = ∆(X), then X is strongly extrare-
solvable.

Proof. Let {Bξ : ξ < ∆(X)} be a not necessarily faithfully
indexed π-base for X. Since each |Bξ| ≥ ∆(X), there is by the
so-called disjoint refinement lemma a pairwise disjoint family
{Aξ : ξ < ∆(X)} of subsets of X such that Aξ ⊆ Bξ and
|Aξ| = ∆(X) for each ξ < ∆(X). (See for example [12](7.5) for
a proof of this familiar fact.) The family F defined in (the proof
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of) Lemma 2.1 witnesses (a); (b) is immediate from Lemma 2.1;
and (c) is immediate from (b). 2

Remark 2.4. An argument noted in [19] and [23] shows that
if the condition nwd(X) = ∆(X) fails then a space X as in
Theorem 2.3 can fail to be extraresolvable. Indeed for examples
to this effect of arbitrary preassigned weight α ≥ ω, let K be a
compact group with w(K) = α ≥ ω, so that

d(K) ≤ w(K) < |K| = ∆(K) = 2α

by Theorem 1.4(a). Then K is maximally resolvable (cf. [4]
(Theorem 3) or [32] or Theorem 2.3(a) above). No family {Eη :
η < (2α)+} of dense subsets of K can have Eη ∩ Eη′ nowhere
dense whenever η < η′ < (2α)+: For each Eη there is a dense
set Dη ∈ [Eη]

α ⊆ [K]α, and since |[K]α| = (2α)α = 2α < (2α)+

there exist η < η′ < (2α)+ such that Dη = Dη′ ⊆ Eη ∩ Eη′,
a contradiction. Similar reasoning shows that the real line R
is not extraresolvable, although R is maximally resolvable (by
Theorem 2.3).

Notation 2.5. In what follows, given a set {Di : i ∈ I} of
sets and a distinguished point p = 〈pi : i ∈ I〉 ∈ Πi∈I Di, for
x ∈ Πi∈I Di we write s(x) = {i ∈ I : xi 6= pi} and we set

σ(p,Πi∈I Di) = ⊕i∈I Di = {x ∈ Πi∈I Di : |s(x)| < ω}.

(The set s(x) is called the support of x.)

Theorem 2.6. Let α ≥ ω, let {Yξ : ξ < α} be a set of spaces
without isolated points with each |Yξ| > 1 and w(Yξ) ≤ α, and
set Y = Πξ<α Yξ. Let Dξ be dense in Yξ with |Dξ| ≤ α, fix
pξ ∈ Dξ, and set D = σ(p,Πξ<α Dξ) with p = 〈pξ : ξ < α〉.
Then

(a) D is a maximally resolvable and strongly extraresolvable
dense subspace of Y ; and
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(b) if in addition each Yξ is a topological group with identity
pξ, and if Dξ is a subgroup of Yξ, then D is a topological
subgroup of Y .

Proof. (a) It being clear that D is dense in Y , it suffices to
check that w(D) = ∆(D) = nwd(D) = α (for then Theorem
2.3. applies, with D replacing X). That w(D) = ∆(D) = α
is clear. If A ∈ [D]<α then with S := ∪{s(x) : x ∈ A} we

have |S| < α, so there is ξ ∈ α\S; since A and hence A
D

is
contained in the (closed) nowhere dense subset π−1

ξ ({pξ}) ∩ D
of D we conclude that A itself is nowhere dense in D. Thus
α ≤ nwd(D) ≤ |D| = α, as required.

(b) is obvious. 2

Corollary 2.7. Let α ≥ ω, let {Xη : η < α} be a set of spaces
with each |Xη| > 1 and w(Xη) ≤ α, and set X = Πη<α Xη.
Then

(a) X has a maximally resolvable and strongly extraresolvable
dense subspace D; and

(b) if in addition each Xη is a topological group then D may be
chosen to be a topological subgroup of X.

Proof. Let {Aξ : ξ < α} be a partition of α into α-many infinite
sets, for ξ < α set Yξ = Πη∈Aξ

Xη, and apply Theorem 2.6 to
the set {Yξ : ξ < α}. 2

Corollary 2.7 applies to many product spaces. We content
ourselves with recording an important special case.

Corollary 2.8. (a) Every product of infinitely many nontrivial
separable metric spaces admits a dense subspace which is both
maximally resolvable and strongly extraresolvable; and

(b) Every product of infinitely many nontrivial separable metriz-
able topological groups admits a dense subgroup which is both
maximally resolvable and strongly extraresolvable. 2
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Remark 2.9. It is a principal result of the paper [9] that
every infinite totally bounded topological group G such that
|G| = d(G) is strongly extraresolvable. We shall extend this
result in Theorem 3.4 below. Thus from the work of Malykhin
and Protasov [32] it follows that every infinite totally bounded
topological group G such that d(G) = w(G) = |G| is maximally
resolvable and strongly extraresolvable. We remark that groups
G as in the statement exist in profusion. For an example of
arbitrary preassigned cardinality α ≥ ω let G = ⊕ξ<α Z2 with
Z2 = {+1,−1} the two-element multiplicative Abelian group
with identity +1, and give G the topology inherited from Zα

2 .
Clearly d(G) = |G| = α, and w(G) = α follows from Theo-
rem 1.6(b). 2

3. Totally Bounded Groups

For a group G and an infinite cardinal α, throughout this section
for notational convenience we write

F = Fκ = Fκ(G) = {F ∈ [G]<κ : F = F−1 6= ∅}.

In the following three preliminary lemmas we revisit the dis-
joint refinement lemma and arguments given by Malykhin and
Protasov [32].

Lemma 3.1. For each topological group G and for each infinite
cardinal κ, the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) G is totally κ-bounded; and

(b) for each function a ∈ GFκ the set D := ∪{aF · F : F ∈ F}
is dense in G.

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b). For each nonempty open subset U of G there
is F ∈ Fκ such that U ·F = G. Then with aF ∈ uF (u ∈ U) we
have u ∈ (aF · F−1) ∩ U = (aF · F ) ∩ U ⊆ D ∩ U , as required.
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(b) ⇒ (a). If (a) fails then for some nonempty open subset U
of G, for every F ∈ Fκ there is aF ∈ G\(UF ). Then from (b)
there is F ∈ Fα such that U ∩ (aF · F ) 6= ∅ and we have the
contradiction aF ∈ UF−1 = UF . 2

Lemma 3.2. Let α ≥ κ ≥ ω and let α = α<κ. Then

(a) either κ < α or κ = α and α is regular; and

(b) if G is a group such that |G| = α and if S = A∪ (∪{a ·Fa :
a ∈ A}) with A ∈ [G]<α and {Fa : a ∈ A} ⊆ [G]<κ, then
|S| < α.

Proof. If (a) fails then κ = α and α is singular and we have the
contradiction

α = α<κ = α<α ≥ αcf(α) > α.

Statement (b) is then immediate from (a). 2

The next Lemma and Theorem are generalizations of Lemma
2.3 and Theorem 2.4 from [9], respectively.

Lemma 3.3. Let α ≥ κ ≥ ω and let G be a group such that
|G| = |G|<κ = α. Then for every indexing {Fξ : ξ < α} of
Fκ(G) there is a family {Aξ : ξ < α} ⊆ P(G) such that

(i) each ξ < α satisfies |Aξ| = α;

(ii) distinct ξ, ξ′ < α satisfy Aξ ∩ Aξ′ = ∅;

(iii) distinct ξ, ξ′ < α satisfy Aξ · Fξ ∩ Aξ′ · Fξ′ = ∅; and

(iv) distinct a, a′ ∈ Aξ satisfy (a · Fξ) ∩ (a′ · Fξ) = ∅.

Proof. Write L := {〈η, ξ〉 : ξ ≤ η < α} and give L the usual
lexicographic ordering: 〈η′, ξ′〉 < 〈η, ξ〉 if either (a) η′ < η, or
(b) η′ = η and ξ′ < ξ. By recursion, for 〈η, ξ〉 ∈ L we will define
S(η, ξ) ⊆ G and aη,ξ ∈ G.

Let S(0, 0) = ∅ and let a0,0 be arbitrary in G.
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Now let 〈η, ξ〉 ∈ L, suppose that S(η′, ξ′) and aη′,ξ′ have been
defined for all 〈η′, ξ′〉 < 〈η, ξ〉, and define

S(η, ξ) = {aη′,ξ′ : 〈η′, ξ′〉 < 〈η, ξ〉} ∪
(∪{aη′,ξ′ · Fξ′ · Fξ : 〈η′, ξ′〉 < 〈η, ξ〉}).

It follows from Lemma 3.2, taking A = {aη′,ξ′ : 〈η′, ξ′〉 <
〈η, ξ〉} and Fa = Fξ′ ∪ Fξ for a ∈ A, that |S(η, ξ)| < α. Thus
there is aη,ξ ∈ G\S(η, ξ).

The definitions of S(η, ξ) and aη,ξ for 〈η, ξ〉 ∈ L are complete.
For ξ < α we define Aξ = {aη,ξ : ξ ≤ η < α} and we verify (i),
(ii), (iii) and (iv).

(i) For η′ < η < α, from 〈η′, ξ〉 < 〈η, ξ〉 we have aη′,ξ ∈ S(η, ξ)
and hence aη′,ξ 6= aη,ξ. Thus |Aξ| = α.

(ii) and (iii). Let ξ 6= ξ′ and let aη′,ξ′ ∈ Aξ′ and aη,ξ ∈ Aξ.
Then, assuming without loss of generality that 〈η′, ξ′〉 < 〈η, ξ〉,
we have aη′,ξ′ ∈ S(η, ξ) and aη′,ξ′ · Fξ′ · Fξ ⊆ S(η, ξ). Then from
aη,ξ /∈ S(η, ξ) follows

aη,ξ 6= aη′,ξ′ and
(aη,ξ · Fξ) ∩ (aη′,ξ′ · Fξ′) = (aη,ξ · F−1

ξ ) ∩ (aη′,ξ′ · Fξ′) = ∅.
(iv) Suppose without loss of generality that a = aη,ξ and a′ =
aη′,ξ with η′ < η. Then 〈η′, ξ〉 < 〈η, ξ〉, and from aη′,ξ · Fξ · Fξ ⊆
S(η, ξ) and aη,ξ /∈ S(η, ξ) follows

(a · Fξ) ∩ (a′ · Fξ) = (aη,ξ · F−1
ξ ) ∩ (aη′,ξ · Fξ) = ∅. 2

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a topological group such that

|G|<tb(G) = |G| = nwd(G) = α ≥ ω.

Then G is strongly extraresolvable.

Proof. Clearly from |G|<tb(G) = |G| = nwd(G) ≥ ω follows
tb(G) ≤ nwd(G), so Theorem 1.5 gives

∆(G) = |G| = α and nwd(G) = d(G) = α.
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Let {Fξ : ξ < α} be an indexing of Ftb(G)(G), let {Aξ : ξ <
α} ⊆ [G]α be as given by Lemma 3.3, and (using Lemma 2.1)
let E = {Eη : η < α+} be a faithfully indexed subset of [G]α

such that |Eη ∩ Aξ| = 1 for η < α+, ξ < α, and |Eη ∩ Eη′ | < α
whenever η < η′ < α+. Abandoning earlier numeration, for
notational convenience we now let Eη ∩Aξ = {aη,ξ}, and we set

Dη = ∪{aη,ξ · Fξ : ξ < α} for η < α+.

Since Dη is dense in G by Lemma 2.2, it remains only to check
that |Dη′ ∩ Dη| < α whenever η′ < η < α. We have

(*) Dη′ ∩ Dη = [∪ξ′<α aη′,ξ′ · Fξ′] ∩ [∪ξ<α aη,ξ · Fξ].

When ξ 6= ξ′ we have aη′,ξ′ · Fξ′ ∩ aη,ξ · Fξ = ∅ by condition (iii)
of Lemma 2.4, so (*) reduces to

(**) Dη′ ∩ Dη = ∪ξ<α[(aη′,ξ · Fξ) ∩ (aη,ξ · Fξ)].

If ξ < α satisfies (aη′,ξ · Fξ) ∩ (aη,ξ · Fξ) 6= ∅ then from condi-
tion (iv) of Lemma 2.4 we have aη′,ξ = aη,ξ ∈ Eη′ ∩ Eη. Thus
relation (**) expresses Dη′ ∩Dη as the union of |Eη′ ∩Eη|-many
sets, each of cardinality strictly less than tb(G). Since |Eη′ ∩
Eη| < α, we conclude from Lemma 3.2(a) that |Dη′ ∩ Dη| < α,
as required. 2

As usual for a space X we write

iw(X) = min{w(Y ) : there is a continuous bijection f : X → Y }.

It is known that d(Cp(X)) = iw(X) for every Tychonoff space
X (for a proof see [2] and [29]). If X is a compact space,
then d(Cp(X)) = w(X), so (as noted in [6] and [11]) we have
|Cp(X)| = w(β(X))ω for arbitrary (Tychonoff) X.

Now we collect some consequences of Theorem 3.4.

Corollary 3.5. Let G be an infinite topological group and let X
be an infinite Tychonoff space.

(a) If tb(G) ≤ (nwd(G))+ and |G| = d(G) = |G|<tb(G), then G
is strongly extraresolvable.
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(b) If tb(G) ≤ (nwd(G))+ and d(G)<tb(G) = d(G), then G ad-
mits a dense strongly extraresolvable subgroup.

(c) ([9]) If G is totally bounded and |G| = d(G) ≥ ω, then G is
strongly extraresolvable.

(d)([9]) If totally bounded, G admits a dense strongly extrare-
solvable subgroup.

(e) ([9]) If G is totally bounded and admits no proper dense
subgroup, then G is strongly extraresolvable.

(f) If iw(X) = (w(βX))ω, then Cp(X) is strongly extraresolv-
able.

(g) If iw(X) = (iw(X))ω, then Cp(X) contains a dense, strongly
extraresolvable subgroup.

(h) If X is compact and (w(X))ω = w(X), then Cp(X) is
strongly extraresolvable.

(i) ([1]) Cp(β(α)) is strongly extraresolvable for every cardinal
α ≥ ω.

Proof. (a) From the hypothesis and theorem 1.5(b) it follows
that |G|<tb(G) = |G| = nwd(G), so Theorem 1.5(b) applies.

(b) Let H be a dense subgroup of G such that |H| = d(G).
Then from Lemma 1.3(b) we have nwd(G) ≤ nwd(H) ≤ d(H) =
|H| = d(G) and tb(H) = tb(G) ≤ (nwd(G))+ ≤ (nwd(H))+ so
(b) follows from (a) (applied to H in place of G).

Statements (c), (d) and (e) follow from (a) and (b).

(f) and (g) follow from (a) and (b) respectively, together with
the remarks preceding the statement of the present Corollary.

(h) and (i) are immediate from (f). 2

Sections (f), (h) and (i) of Corollary 3.5 are in contrast with a
principal result from [1], where it is shown for many spaces X—
for example, for X = R, X = Q, X = R\Q and X = [0, 1]—that
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Cp(X) is not extraresolvable. See also 6.7(c) below for a related
question.

Remark 3.6. The interested reader might consult [13] for a
(presumably incomplete) list of Abelian groups which satisfy the
hypotheses of Corollary 3.5(e). Long before the appearance of
[13] it was known that every infinite Abelian G, in the topology
induced by Hom(G, T), has the property that each subgroup is
closed. (Equipped with this topology, the so-called Bohr topol-
ogy, G is often denoted G#; this notation and many early rele-
vant results and questions are due to van Douwen [14].) Because
of the interest which the groups G# have generated, we record
this special instance of Corollary 3.5(e), which was also proved
in [9] explicitly: If G is an infinite Abelian group, then G# is
strongly extraresolvable.

Remarks 3.7. (a) Corollary 3.5.(b) cannot be directly deduced
from the result cited in Remark 2.9: Fix α ≥ ω, let K be any
compact group with w(K) = 2α, and using Theorem 1.6(a) let
G be a dense subgroup of K such that |G| = d(K) = log(2α) ≤
α. Then every dense subgroup H of G satisfies |H| ≤ α and
w(H) = 2α, so Theorem 2.9 cannot apply to H.

(b) Our results concerning totally bounded groups improve cer-
tain results from [9]. Let us note however that the interesting
theorem of Maykhin and Protasov [32], asserting that every infi-
nite totally bounded topological group is maximally resolvable,
cannot be improved to show that each such group is strongly ex-
traresolvable; indeed we have noted already in Remark 2.4 the
argument from [19] and [23] showing that an infinite compact
group cannot (even) be extraresolvable.

In the interest of completeness we conclude this section with
two observations valid for every (not necessarily totally bounded)
topological group.

Theorem 3.8. Every extraresolvable group G contains an open-
and-closed extraresolvable subgroup H such that |H| = ∆(H);
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if G is strongly extraresolvable then H may be chosen strongly
extraresolvable.

Proof. Let U be an open subset of G such that |U | = ∆(G), and
let H be the subgroup of G generated by U . Then ∆(H) =
|H| = |U | = ∆(G) and nwd(H) = nwd(G), and if D is a
(strongly) extraresolvable family on G then {D∩H : D ∈ D} is
a (strongly) extraresolvable family on H. 2

Theorem 3.9. Let G be a topological group with a dense ex-
traresolvable subset X such that ∆(X) = |X|, and let H be the
subgroup of G generated by X. Then H is a (dense) extraresolv-
able subgroup of G; indeed every extraresolvable family on X is
an extraresolvable family on H.

Proof. The second assertion, which implies the first, is immedi-
ate from the relations ∆(H) ≤ |H| = |X| = ∆(X). 2

4. Spaces X × A with A Discrete

In sections 5 and 6 respectively we consider locally compact
groups and we compare in strength some of the resolvability
properties we have been considering. The following result will
be helpful in both these endeavors. We use throughout this
Section the facts that for X and A as hypothesized we have

(i) nwd(X × A) = nwd(X); and

(ii) ∆(X × A) = ∆(X).

Theorem 4.1.Let X be a space with no isolated points and let
A be a discrete space. Then

(a) X × A is extraresolvable ⇐⇒ X is extraresolvable;

(b) if X × A is strongly extraresolvable, then X is strongly
extraresolvable and |A| ≤ (∆(X))+;

(b′) If X is strongly extraresolvable and |A| < nwd(X), then
X × A is strongly extraresolvable;
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(c) X×A has a dense extraresolvable subset ⇐⇒ X has a dense
extraresolvable subset;

(d) if X × A has a dense strongly extraresolvable subset, then
X has a dense strongly extraresolvable subset and |A| ≤
(∆(X))+; and

(d′) If X has a dense strongly extraresolvable subset D and
|A| < nwd(D), then X × A has a dense strongly extrare-
solvable subset.

Proof. (a)(⇒) and (b). If E is an extraresolvable family on X×A
then for a ∈ A chosen arbitrarily the family {E∩π−1

A ({a}) : E ∈
E} is an extraresolvable family on π−1

A ({a}); this latter space is
homeomorphic to X. If in addition |E ∩ F | < nwd(X × A) for
distinct E, F ∈ E then

|(E ∩ π−1
A ({a})) ∩ (F ∩ π−1

A ({a}))| < nwd(X ×A) = nwd(X)
for such E and F . To see that in this case the condition |A| >
(∆(X))+ is impossible, for distinct E,F ∈ E let

B(E,F ) = {a ∈ A : E ∩ F ∩ π−1
A ({a}) 6= ∅}

and set B = ∪{B(E,F ) : E,F ∈ E, E 6= F}. Since each
|B(E,F )| < nwd(X) ≤ ∆(X) we have |B| ≤ ∆(X) · |E| ·
|E| = (∆(X))+, so if |A| > (∆(X))+ there is b ∈ A\B; then
{E ∩ π−1

A ({b}) : E ∈ E} is a collection of (∆(X))+-many pair-
wise disjoint (dense) subsets of π−1

A ({b}), a contradiction.

(a)(⇐) and (b′). If E is an extraresolvable family on X then the
family F := {E × A : E ∈ E} is an extraresolvable family on
X ×A since: (1) each E ×A is dense in X ×A; (2) |F| = |E| =
(∆(X))+; and (3) if E and F are distinct elements of E then

intX×A clX×A((E × A) ∩ (F × A))

= intX×A clX×A((E ∩ F )× A)

= ∪a∈A intD clD((E ∩ F ) × {a})
= ∪a∈A ∅ = ∅.
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If in addition E is strongly extraresolvable on X and |A| <
nwd(X) then F is strongly extraresolvable on X × A, since
|(E × A) ∩ (F × A)| = |(E ∩ F )| · |A| < nwd(X).

(c)(⇒) and (d). Let D be a dense extraresolvable subspace of
X × A and let U be open in X × A with |U ∩ D| = ∆(D) =
α ≥ ω. Fix a ∈ A so that U ∩ D ∩ π−1

A ({a}) 6= ∅, and note that
∆(D) = ∆(D ∩ π−1

A {a}). Let D be an extraresolvable family on
D with |D| = α+, for E ∈ D let F (E) = E ∩ π−1

A ({a}), and
set F = {F (E) : E ∈ D}. Then F is a family of dense subsets
of π−1

A ({a}), and if E0 and E1 are distinct elements of D then
F (E0) ∩ F (E1) is nowhere dense in D ∩ π−1

A ({a}) since E0 ∩E1

is nowhere dense in D. Thus F is an extraresolvable family (of
cardinality α+) on the dense subset D ∩ π−1

A ({a}) of π−1
A ({a});

again, this latter space is homeomorphic to X.
The proof of (d) parallels that of (b), with F replacing E and

π−1
A ({c}) ∩ D replacing π−1

A ({c}) for c ∈ A.

(c)(⇐) and (d) are immediate from (a)(⇐) and (b), with D
replacing X. 2

Although maximal resolvability is peripheral to our principal
interests here, we note in passing that Theorem 4.1 has a natural
analogue in that context.

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a space with no isolated points and let
A be a discrete space. Then X ×A is maximally resolvable ⇐⇒
X is maximally resolvable.

Proof. With the obvious necessary modifications, the proof pro-
ceeds in parallel with that of Theorem 4.1(a). 2

Lemma 4.3. If X is strongly extraresolvable and U is an open
subset of X with ∆(X) = ∆(U), then U is also strongly extrare-
solvable.

Proof. If E is a strongly extraresaolvable family for X, then
{E ∩ U : E ∈ E} is a strongly extraresolvable family for U . 2
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It follows from Lemma 4.3 that if X ×A is strongly extrare-
solvable for some discrete space A, then X is strongly extrare-
solvable as well. A space X is strongly extraresolvable iff X×{n}
is strongly extraresolvable for every positive integer n. A more
general result is the following.

Theorem 4.4. Let X be a space with no isolated points and let
A be a discrete space. If X ×A is strongly extraresolvable space,
then X × B is strongly extraresolvable for every discrete space
B with |A| ≥ |B|.
Proof. We may take B ⊆ A. Since X × B is an open subset of
X × A and ∆(X × A) = ∆(X × B), Lemma 4.3 applies. 2

We remark that if X × A is strongly extraresolvable for a
discrete space A, then it follows from Theorem 4.1(b) and (b′)
that |A| ≤ ∆(X)+ and that X × B is strongly extraresolvable
for every discrete space B with |B| < nwd(X).

Theorem 4.5. If w(X) = ∆(X) = nwd(X) and A is a discrete
space with |A| = nwd(X), then X×A is strongly extraresolvable.

Proof. With α = ∆(X) we have

α = w(X × A) = ∆(X) = ∆(X × A)

= nwd(X) = nwd(X × A),

so X × A is strongly extraresolvable by Lemma 2.3. 2

Example 4.6. Consider the beth cardinal iω1 and the ordered
space [0, iω1). It is shown in [1](1.5) that

iω1 = w(Cp([0, iω1))) = (iω1)
ω

= ∆(Cp([0, iω1)))

= nwd(Cp([0, iω1))).

It then follows from Theorem 4.5 that Cp([0, iω1)) × iω1 is
strongly extraresolvable, where [0, iω1) is equipped with the or-
der topology and iω1 with the discrete topology.
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5. Concerning Locally Compact Groups

It is immediate from Theorem 3.5 that every infinite compact
Hausdorff group has a dense (strongly) extraresolvable subgroup.
It becomes natural then to inquire whether the same conclusion
holds for infinite locally compact groups. In what follows for a
space X we denote by κ(X) the usual compact-covering number
of X defined by the relation

κ(X) = min{|K| : X = ∪K, each K ∈ K is compact}.

Theorem 5.1. Let H be an open-and-closed subgroup of a
nondiscrete group G. Then G has a dense extraresolvable subset
if and only if H has a dense extraresolvable subset.

Proof. The space G is homeomorphic to the H × A with A the
discrete space G/H, so Theorem 4.1 applies. 2

Theorem 5.2. Let G be a non-discrete locally compact topolog-
ical group. Then

(a) G has a dense extraresolvable subset;

(b) if κ(G) < nwd(G) then G has a dense strongly extraresolv-
able subset; and

(c) if κ(G) > (∆(G))+ then G has no dense strongly extrare-
solvable subset.

Proof. (a) It has been shown by Cleary and Morris [5], us-
ing structure theorems due to G. Hochschild, K. Iwasawa and
P. S. Mostert, that G is homeomorphic to a space of the form
Rn × K × A with n < ω, K a compact group, and A a discrete
space. According to Lemma 4.1 it suffices to show that Rn ×K
has a dense extraresolvable subset. If w(K) ≤ ω it is enough
to choose any countable dense subset of Rn × K; each such set
X satisfies w(X) = |X| = ∆(X) = d(X) = nwd(X) = ω,
hence is extraresolvable by Theorem 2.3. If w(K) ≥ ω let H
be a dense subgroup of K such that |H| = d(K) = d(H), let
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α = |H| = ∆(H) ≥ ω, and using Theorem 3.4 let D be an ex-
traresolvable family on H. Let C be a countable dense subset
of Rn, set S = H × C, and let C = {D × C : D ∈ D}. Then
|C| = |D| = α+ = ∆(S), the elements of C are dense in S, and if
D and E are distinct elements of D then (D ×C) ∩ (E × C) =
(D ∩ E) × C is nowhere dense in S because D ∩ E is nowhere
dense in H.

(b) and (c). From κ(Rn × K) = ω follows κ(G) = |A| · ω, so
the statements follow from parts (d′) and (d) respectively of
Theorem 4.1. 2

Theorem 5.3. For every α ≥ ω there is a nondiscrete locally
compact group G such that w(G) = |G| = 2α and G has no
dense extraresolvable subgroup.

Proof. Given α ≥ ω, let G be a group of the form (Z(p∞))α

(p a prime) topologized with the coarsest topology such that
the group K = (Z(p))α in its usual compact topology, together
with each of its cosets, is open-and-closed in G. It is easy to
see that G is a locally compact group such that w(G) = w(K) ·
|G/K| = α · 2α = 2α. It is a theorem of Rajagopalan and
Subrahmanian [33] that G has no proper dense subgroup, so for
us it suffices to show that G itself is not extraresolvable. It is
clear (using ∆(G) = ∆(K) = 2α) that if G is extraresolvable
then K is extraresolvable, contrary to the argument given in
Remark 2.4. 2

Remark 5.4. It is interesting to note that although (according
to Theorem 5.2(a)) the locally compact groups G of Theorem 5.3
do admit a dense extraresolvable subset X, one cannot arrange
in addition that |X| = ∆(X) (cf. Theorem 3.11).

6. Relations Between the Properties

Remark 6.1. As noted in Remark 2.4, there are maximally
resolvable spaces—indeed, compact groups of arbitrary preas-
signed weight—which are not extraresolvable (hence, not strongly
extraresolvable). The apparently innocent converse question,
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whether every strongly extraresolvable space (perhaps even ev-
ery extraresolvable space) is maximally resolvable, proves to be
unexpectedly thorny. According to the simple argument given
in the next paragraph, a counterexample will be (uncountable
and) ω-resolvable. The existence of ω-resolvable T1-spaces which
are not maximally resolvable has been established in ZFC by
El′kin [19] and Malykhin [30]; using as a point of departure a
certain space whose existence is known [28] to be equiconsis-
tent with the existence of measurable cardinals, Eckertson [16]
has found Tychonoff examples. We do not know whether the
existence of Tychonoff (strongly) extraresolvable spaces which
are not maximally resolvable can be established in ZFC. In
6.2 and 6.3 we note that such a space X must have either
nwd(X) < ∆(X) or ∆(X) singular.

To see as in [23](1.4) that every extraresolvable space X is
ω-resolvable let {Dn : n < ω} be a countable subfamily of an
extraresolvable family on X and for n < ω let En = Dn\ ∪k<n

(Dn ∩ Dk); then {En : n < ω} is a sequence of pairwise disjoint
dense subsets of X, as required. This reasoning adapts readily
to give the following result.

Theorem 6.2. Let X be a strongly extraresolvable space. Then
X is cf(nwd(X))-resolvable.

Proof. Let α = cf(nwd(X)) ≤ nwd(X) ≤ ∆(X), let
{Dη : η < ∆(X)} be a family of dense subsets of X such
that |Dη ∩ Dη′ | < nwd(X) whenever η < η′ < α, and for
η < α set Eη = Dη\∪ζ<η (Dζ∩Dη). The cardinality assumptions
guarantee for each η < α that | ∪ζ<η (Dζ ∩ Dη)| < nwd(X), so
{Eη : η < α} is a faithfully indexed family of α-many pairwise
disjoint dense subsets of X. 2

Corollary 6.3. Let X be a strongly extraresolvable space such
that nwd(X) = ∆(X) and ∆(X) is regular. Then X is maxi-
mally resolvable. 2
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Theorem 6.4. Assume GCH. Let X be a strongly extraresolv-
able space and let U be an open subset of X such that
|U | = ∆(X). Then

(a) cf(∆(U)) ≤ nwd(U); and

(b) if nwd(U) < ∆(U), then U is κ-resolvable for each
κ < ∆(U).

Proof. (a) Suppose instead that nwd(U) < cf(∆(U)), and let
D = {Dη : η < (∆(U))+} be a strongly extraresolvable family
on U . According to a theorem of Erdős, Milner and Rado [21],
as given by Williams [36](6.2.6), there are E ∈ [D](∆(U))+ and a
set N ⊆ U such that Dη ∩ Dη′ = N whenever Dη and Dη′ are
distinct elements of E. (The theorem of Williams [36] guarantees
such E and N provided (i) |D| = (∆(U))+; (ii) each Dη ∈ D
satisfies |Dη| = ∆(U); and (iii) distinct Dη,Dη′ ∈ D satisfy
|Dη ∩Dη′ | < nwd(U). In the present case (i) and (iii) are clearly
satisfied. To achieve (ii) it is enough to replace each Dη ∈ D by
the set D′

η := Dη ∪ ({η} × ∆(U)); then writing D′ = {D′
η : η <

(∆(U))+} and choosing E ′ ∈ [D′](∆(U))+ and N so that distinct
elements D′

η,D
′
η′ of E ′ satisfy D′

η ∩ D′
η′ = N , the set E := {Dη :

D′
η ∈ E ′} is as asserted.) The family {Dη\N : Dη ∈ E} is then

a family of (∆(U))+-many pairwise disjoint dense subsets of U ,
a contradiction.

(b) Given such κ, and D as in part (a), the cited theorem from
[36](6.2.6) now gives E ∈ [D]κ and N ⊆ U such that Dη ∩
Dη′ = N whenever Dη and Dη′ are distinct elements of E; then
{Dη\N : Dη ∈ E} is a family of κ-many pairwise disjoint dense
subsets of U , as required. 2

Theorem 6.5. Assume GCH. Let X be a strongly extraresolv-
able space and let U be an open subset of X such that |U | =
∆(X). Then U is maximally resolvable in each of the following
cases.

(a) ∆(U) is regular;
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(b) nwd(U) < ∆(U) and cf(∆(U)) = ω.

Proof. (a) From Theorem 6.4(a) and Lemma 1.1 we have
nwd(U) = ∆(U) with ∆(U) regular, so Corollary 6.3 applies.
(b) According to Theorem 6.4(b) the space U is κ-resolvable for
each κ < ∆(U). The theorem of Bhaskara Rao [3], which is a
generalization to arbitrary α with cf(α) = ω of the theorem of
Illanes [27] cited above in §0 (the case α = ω), now yields: U is
∆(U)-resolvable, i.e., is maximally resolvable. 2

Remarks 6.6. (a) The upshot of the foregoing considera-
tions is that (assuming GCH) a strongly extraresolvable space
which is not maximally resolvable must contain an open sub-
set set U (with ∆(X) = ∆(U)) satisfying these three condi-
tions: (1) ∆(U) < w(U); (2) ∆(U) is singular; and (3) ei-
ther ∆(U) = nwd(U), or nwd(U) < ∆(U) and cf(∆(U)) > ω.
These conditions are not sufficient, however, since even in ZFC
there are strongly extraresolvable, maximally resolvable homo-
geneous spaces X with ∆(X) = |X| = d(X) = nwd(X) < w(X)
and ∆(X) singular: According to Theorems 1.3 and 3.4 it is
enough for an arbitrary singular cardinal κ and α0 ≥ ω to set
α = iκ(α0)—that is, set αξ+1 = 2αξ for ξ < κ, let αξ = Ση<ξ αη

for limit ordinals ξ ≤ κ, and let α = ακ; then for K a compact
group of weight 2α every dense subgroup G of K with |G| =
d(K) = α = log(2α) satisfies ∆(G) = nwd(G) = α < w(G)
(and also cf(∆(G)) = cf(α) = cf(κ)).

(b) We note finally that the generalization of extraresolvability
introduced in this paper, which we have called strong extrare-
solvability, is indeed a proper generalization. To construct an
extraresolvable space Y which is not strongly extraresolvable, in
fact which has no dense strongly extraresolvable subspace, it is
by Theorem 4.1 enough to begin with any extraresolvable space
X and to take Y = X ×A with A discrete and |A| > (∆(X))+;
evidently if in addition X and A are chosen to be topological
groups, the space Y so constructed is itself a topological group.
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(c) According to Theorem 4.2 the same argument, beginning
now with an arbitrary maximally resolvable space X, furnishes
an example of a space Y = X × A (which may again be chosen
to be a topological group) which is maximally resolvable but not
strongly extraresolvable.

Questions 6.7. Although the results of this section serve to
distinguish adequately between the various properties we have
been considering, there remain several questions in this corner
of mathematics which we have not been able to settle. We cite
some of these now.
(a) Is there a countable extraresolvable (Tychonoff) space which
is not strongly extraresolvable?
(b) Is there a (strongly) extraresolvable space which is not max-
imally resolvable?
(c) Does Cp(X) have a dense strongly extraresolvable subgroup,
for every Tychonoff space X? What about if X is compact and
cf(w(X)) = ω?
(d) Are there cardinal functions s and r as follows: Let X be a
space and A be discrete. Then
(i) X ×A is strongly extraresolvable if and only if X is strongly
extraresolvable and |A| ≤ s(X); and
(ii) X×A has a dense strongly extraresolvable subset if and only
if X has a dense strongly extraresolvable subset and |A| ≤ r(X).

Of course, Questions (d)(i) and (d)(ii) are motivated by The-
orems 4.1(b,b′) and 4.1(d,d′) respectively.

We hope to return to these questions in a later communica-
tion.
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